The following are my notes.
Part 3
You can look at them, print them or follow along if you like.
(My notes are not perfect, so please excuse any typos or other errors.)

Page transitions

1. In the Page Transition panel, click on the page you want to make a transition.
2. Right click and select, Page Transitions > Choose
3. Select the transition you want for your pages.

Do something different for another page
4. Go to Page transition panel (Window> Interactive > Page Transitions)
5. Select the transition (Push) Direction (Down)
6. Also you can have this apply to every page- Click ICON on the bottom of panel

You can select odd pages to apply a transition to just specific one.
(Command + Select the pages)

HyperLinks

Having a link to an email or website from a text is called a hyperlink.

1. Find a hyperlink to use.
2. Select the type in your document you want to make the hyperlink.
3. Open the Hyper Links Panel
   (Window>Interactive>Hyperlinks)
4. Past in the URL – Click return
5. Double click on the title, and change options on your link.

For email
6. Go in the Hyper Link Panel > Choose New Hyper Link
7. Choose link to > email
8. In destination: Type the email address
9. Preview the hyperlinks in the Preview Panel

Using buttons to go to a specific page.

First thing we have to do is make a “HyperLink Destination” so that our button will go to a specific page.

1. Go to the first page of your article.
2. Click inside the text box of your title of your article.
3. Open the Hyperlink Panel
4. Go to the hyperlink panel menu
5. Choose **New Hyperlink Destination**
6. Choose **Text Anchor** and type out a title of this page, ‘Like Parson’s Remember Me”

Make the button work
1. Open the buttons panel
2. Select the picture icon you want to make as a button
3. Name it
4. Event: On release
5. Actions – should be> **Go To Destination**.
   (it give the option to go to page number, but only as SWF file.
   So Go To Destination will work in a PDF and SWF)
6. Destination can be a the Text anchor you created. (you can also do this with a bookmark as well)

---

**Animation inside InDesign**

**Part 1**

Trying to decipher all of the possibilities of animation inside InDesign can seem overwhelming, especially if you've never worked with animation before.

To get an overview of what is possible with animation, it is a good idea to explore the AnimationEncyclopedia script that is included with InDesign.

1. go to Window > Utilities > Scripts
2. open up Application > Samples > JavaScript,
3. double-click on AnimationEncyclopedia.
   (InDesign will automatically build the document that we can run to explore all the animation properties.)

Hide the panel and take a look at what is possible.

1. go to the first page
2. Open the Preview panel and preview the options. **Press Play**
3. Click to see a different property of animation

**Let's close this panel and explore**

**Page 1**

**Motion Path:**
- You will see a green line show up (This means object is going to move along that path)

**Rotation**
- This has the same green line.
• In order to control the rotation, > open the Animation panel (Looks like little dots)
  see that it's rotating 270 degrees

Scale
• you'll see that it's scaling to 20% of its current size

Combination
• This is adding quite a few of the options

Color Fade
• This one is a little tricky
• This creates the illusion of a color change
• move this rectangle over slightly
• Now when I preview this and I click, pay attention to the color fade

**Page 2 – Animation Events**
An event is what triggers an animation.

On Page Load
• that means as soon as I being up the Preview panel this rectangle will animate immediately.

On Page Click
• As soon as I click anywhere on the page, it will rotate

On Click Self
• means I click on the animation (Click on the box which is the animation itself)

On Roll Over
• when I touch it

On Button Event
• if I click on a different button, it will animate
• if I click on the green button, the other one animates

On State Load of Multi-State Object
• means when I click on this button, another object will become visible from a previous state.

Animations Events are also controlled by the Animation panel.
If I select this rectangle and I go to the Animation panel, you will see the event is On Page Load.

**Page 3, 4, 5 & 6 – The Additional Animation Properties and Settings is a little more complicated.**
(So we will skip this for now.)
Animation inside InDesign

Part 2

We are going to animate some text in our layout.

1. Select a text box
2. Go to Window > Interactive > Animation.
3. You can see the name is with whatever is in the text box.
4. You could change the name of the object

Preset

5. go to Preset (Presets are motion presets from Flash)
   The top ones are the basic animations
   Bottom ones are the more advanced animations.
6. Choose Grow
7. mouse over the butterfly, you'll see the butterfly grow slightly.
8. choose another preset
9. choose Move and Scale > Move Right and Grow

EVENT

10. Look at the EVENT
    An event is a trigger to cause the animation.
    It is currently set to One Page Load. (You can have other events, but we will
    keep it on this one.)

Duration

11. Duration is how long the animation takes.
12. Increase the Duration, -- slows down the animation
13. Let Increase the duration to 2 seconds

Play

1. You can think of this Play as repeat. (how many times do you want this to
   repeat?)
2. Let's set it at 1
3. If I choose Loop, it will play endlessly.

Speed

1. add Ease In will slow down the animation at the beginning or end of the
   animation.

Animate (Located under properties)

1. Inside Animate, there is three different options:
   a. From Current Appearance, To Current Appearance, To Current Location.
2. these three may seem confusing. So you will have to preview what they do to get
   a better understanding of how they work.
Rotation
1. We can choose where it rotates from by changing the little dots next to the rotation section.
2. Because our preset has a Grow involved, this number is large already

Opacity
• This allows you to fade the animation in or fade the animation out.

Visibility
• hide the animation before or after the animation

Let’s animate a few different elements
Start out with Fade all elements

1. hold the Shift key and select three different text boxes on your layout.
2. Go to Animation panel
3. Change the preset to Fade In
4. Preview what this looks like

Change the timing
1. Deselect the boxes
2. Open the timing panel
3. You will see all the animations on the page.
4. Select the subtitle and the author.
5. Delay them by one second.

Change the Timing
If you open up the Timing Panel, you will see that there is a list of name. These are the different animations that you created. They are listed in the order that you created them. But you can change that order by moving them from the bottom to the top.
Designing an Alternate Navigation *(We will call this the contents navigation)*

1. First go to your preferences > Guides & Pasteboard
2. At the bottom of the dialog box is: Pasteboard Options.
3. Make the Vertical Margins larger (I did 100 px)
4. Go to the master page.
5. Create a shell of a navigation system
6. Make sure this is in the top layer of your document (So make a layer that is specifically for your contents bar/ navigation bar)
7. Create a little tab that the user can see at the bottom of the page.
   (This is better explained in the demo)

Make the contents bar.
1. Put a grey bar at a location outside of your layout. It can be anywhere that works with your layouts.
2. Create small boxes for little icons.
3. (Tip)
   a. When you create a box, hold down the mouse, and hit the right arrow key to make multiple boxes.
   b. If you have 3 spreads then make 3 boxes – **Right Arrow**
   c. **Up arrow** – will make more frames on top.
      (the best way to do this is to have a pdf of your document to use as the thumbnails.)
4. Go to file Place > Hold down shift key, for import options.
5. Choose all for all the pages.
6. With the loaded cursor, go to each single frame and click.
7. Scale them down so they fit:
   **Hold the Shift key** > select all of these frames
   Fill frame proportionally
8. Deselect

Create button for these pages:
1. select the first icon
2. **go to my Button panel**, and click on Normal for a button and a rollover state.
3. Give button a name
4. appearance of 40% opacity
5. Add **Action > Go to Page > Choose the page number**
   (Or set up your anchors if you want to use PDF)
6. Repeat process for the remaining icons buttons.

Finish the navigation Content panel
1. Select **all contents panel Items > Group**
2. Open the **Animation Panel**
3. In the Preset change to > **Move Left**.
4. In the Event pop-up menu — change the Event to **On Roll Over (Self)**
5. But make sure you un-check the option called, **Turn off On Page Load**.
6. Click the box that says, **Reverse on Roll Off**.
   (This means when I mouse over the page navigation system, it's going to move, but when I mouse away, it's going to move back.)
7. Duration — make a quarter of a second
8. Find the Reference point — (the little dots next to Rotate)
9. Change the its reference point to the top-middle.

Change the direction of the motion
1. Select the green line with the arrow
2. Then go and change your tool to the direct the selection tool (Hollow Arrow)
3. grab the left-hand point
4. Put it above the box.
5. Deselect and Preview the animation